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Cimarron is the Best Buy

Cimarron Model ‘P’ rated Best Buy in “Gun Test” Magazine when compared to competing firearms. Cimarron Model ‘P’ SA, Richards-Mason Conversion, Open Top and 1873 Rifle rated Best of the West in “True West” Magazine.

We are clearly recognized as the leader in quality and authenticity in Cowboy Action Shooting firearms.

For the past 25 years Cimarron has worked continually to perfect the authentic detail, fit, finish, and function of our line of frontier firearms. We can say with all honesty that there is no other firearm that is near equal in value, strength, reliability, or authentic detail as is the Cimarron Firearms Co. line of frontier firearms. Cimarron has supported SASS since its beginning in 1987.

Champions Speak

Evil Roy
SASS World Champion Shooter
SASS National Champion Shooter
"Cimarron has high quality firearms and has made the commitment in time and money to develop and improve their line to help us stay on top in Cowboy Action Shooting."

Phil Spangenberg
Old West Historian
Wild West Showman
"In addition to the quality and reliability of Cimarron's guns, they possess a certain look and feel that says 'Old West'. Mike Harvey has always taken extra steps to capture more authenticity, which has added flavor to his guns. To those of us that appreciate the 'genuine' look of the frontier, Cimarron has got it right!"

Wicked Felina
Couples World Champion
Spirit of Game award
"I like my Cimarron 'Evil Roy' pistols because they are light weight and balanced. My Cimarron 1873 rifle is the best rifle I've ever shot. It is quick and dependable."

Holy Terror
SASS World Champion Shooter
SASS National Champion Shooter
"I like shooting Cimarron rifles and 'Evil Roy' pistols because they are so reliable. I never have to worry about them letting me down."

Jim Dunham
Old West historian and gun spinner
Jim Dunham has spent most of his life pursuing his love of the American West. He was once active in the sport of Fast Draw and became an accomplished gun spinner. He is an extraordinary western showman and Speaks frequently on the History Channel and Tales of the Gun. Currently Jim is historian at the Booth Museum of Western Art in Cartersville, Ga.

Chad Little
Cowboy Mounted Shooting record holder
Chad Little 25 is the most winning cowboy in the sport of Mounted Shooting in this decade. World and National Champion in both the Pistol and Rifle Events.

Shalako Joe
SASS World Champion Shooter
"I decided to use Cimarron Firearms because the 1873 Deluxe Border Rifle has the best action of all the rifles, and the Model P pistols are lighter and very well made. As for being a champion, God gave me an ability to handle firearms and to think fast under pressure."

Joey Dillon
World Champion Gun Spinner
"I chose to use Cimarron for the fact that they use a higher grade steel, and make great efforts to keep the guns looking as authentic as possible. I am rougher on my guns than any shooter. I drop them on all sorts of surfaces and perform some rough trick firing routines. I've got to have good quality for them to last."

Pistol Packin' Paula
World Champion Gun Spinner
"I love to twirl Cimarron's because they are very balanced guns and they are very sturdy guns for shooting. But most of all, the people are very nice and friendly to deal with. So if you are looking for a well priced and durable gun, Cimarron is the way to go!"

Outlaw Annie
CMSA World Champion Shooter
"After winning a set of Cimarron's for overall cowgirl mounted shooter at a CMSA event, I decided to try them! I am happy to say I am loving competing with my Cimarron 45s, and am proud to be a team Cimarron World Champion shooter!"

Jim Rogers
CMSA World Champion Shooter
"Cimarron Single Actions are at the top of my list for balance, reliability and authenticity. Attention to detail makes the Cimarron look and feel just like the originals of the late 1800s. They have all of the correct period markings, bevels, and milling. No other brand has this complete detail. I now compete with a pair of the new Stainless Steel Models. In my opinion they are the finest Competition Single Actions available today."

Tammy Sroence
2010 CMSA World Champion Cowgirl
3 Consecutive CMSA Eastern Championships
Tammy would like to thank Cimarron Firearms FOR BEING A MAJOR SPONSOR. Tammy is currently the number 1 ranked Cowgirl in CMSA, a spot she has held for over two years. Tammy is a two-time high point national champion, a two-time CMSA World Champion Cowgirl (2006 & 2008) and is a two-time CMSA National Champion Cowgirl (2007 & 2008). Tammy also claims Overall titles from both the Western (2007) and Eastern U.S. Championships (2006 & 2007 & 2008).

Kenda Leasigine
World Champion Cowgirl
Four-time World Point Champion, holder of nine World Records, and two-time World Champion, is one of Cowboy Mounted Shooting’s most renowned competitors across the nation. Not only is Kenda one of the top competitors in the sport (against both men and women), but she also is a highly respected horse trainer and riding instructor. Clients come from all points of the United States to train with her.
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"Texas Jack" Circa 1952, listen to Roy Rogers.
Cimarron keeps a substantial inventory of 19th century firearms from our extensive collection on hand and at the factory, and acquires special tooling used to produce some Cimarron models.

When it comes to innovation and authenticity - Cimarron leads - others follow!

**Model 'P' Features**

- **Old model ejector:** Bullseye.
- **Old model frame:** Made until mid 1890's.
- **Pre-War ejector:** Half Moon.
- **Pre-War frame:** 1896 to 1940

**Finish Options**

- Cimarron Original Finish®
- Cimarron Polished Nickel Finish
- High Luster Blue (standard) Color Case Hardened frame
- Charcoal Blue Color Case Hardened frame
- U.S. Finish (Frontier Six Shooter)
“The Colt Paterson, Col. Sam's 1st revolver, was put to test by the Republic of Texas Rangers in the late 1830s. Armed with the new Patterson revolver, fifteen Rangers in central Texas, near San Antonio at Plum Creek, defeated a fierce band of 100 marauding Comanche warriors. The battle of Plum Creek made evident the need for Col. Colt's revolver on the American frontier. Even so, in 1838 Colt was bankrupt.

In 1846, Texas Ranger Captain Sam Walker sought help from Col. Colt to strengthen Texas' limited forces during the war with Mexico. The result was the production of the Colt Walker and the return of Col. Colt to the manufacturing of the great firearms pictured on these pages. No region and no state made a greater contribution than did Texas in the making of Col. Colt's Firearms Co. No weapon, no firearm played a greater role than did the Colt revolver in the making of Texas and the opening of the American west.”

- “Texas Jack” Harvey -
Leech and Rigdon CSA
.36 cal. 7 1/2"

1860 Army
(CFS) .44 cal. 8"

1860 Army Fluted
.44 cal. 8"

1860 Army Civilian
.44 cal. 8"

1861 Navy Civilian
Brass BS/TG .36 cal. 7 1/2"

1861 Navy Military
(CFS) .36 cal. 7 1/2"

1862 Pocket Navy
.36 cal. 5 1/2" & 6 1/2"

1858 Remington Army
Stainless
.44 cal. 8", 5 1/2"

1858 Remington Army
.36 cal. 7 1/2"

1858 Remington Navy
.36 cal. 7 1/2"

1858 Remington Army
.44 cal. 5 1/2"

Percussion Display Case.
Also available in solid wood top.

1858 Remington Army Revolving Carbine
.44 cal. 18"

All Cimarron percussion revolvers come with authentic style markings and
finish. With Cimarron's Original Finish*, the replica cannot be distinguished from the 150 year
old original without close examination.
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In 1860 the Federals pulled out of Texas. Ben McCullough made a quick deal with his friend Sam Colt for the purchase of 1000 of this model to be used by Rangers protecting the western frontier. 500 of the Colts were smuggled to Texas through the Federal blockade by way of Louisiana. These fluted Army models are known as the McCullough Colts.

Cimarron's Original Finish completely changes the personality of your firearm. Everyone will think you are shooting great grand-dad's original nineteenth century Colt or Winchester. Those of you who demand the highest level of authenticity in a reproduction firearm are a rare breed. These are for you.

Several models are available with 'Original' or Antique Finish. Unlike others, Cimarrons are antiqued with the barrels plugged in the USA.
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Cimarron has taken the well respected 1858 New Model Army and improved it for the modern shooter’s needs. The 1858 New Model Army was originally made in rimfire and center fire metallic cartridges and priced for the civilian trade at $9.00. Like the 1872 Open Top, these revolvers were not converted from a percussion model but instead were manufactured to fire a cartridge.

Richards “Transition Model”®
8”, 5 1/2”, .45 Colt, .44 Colt, .44 Spl., .38 Spl.

The Type II or Richards 2nd Model Conversion combines the early Richards ejector with the Richards-Mason conversion ring, gate and hammer. This rare model is commonly called the 'Transition Model'.

NEW MODEL ARMY

1858 New Model Army
8”, 5 1/2”, .45 Colt, .44 WCF, 7 3/8”, .38 Spl.
Made from originals in the Cimarron collection.
In 1871, Colt employee Charles Richards was awarded a patent for converting Colt percussion models to breech loading cartridge revolvers. The Richards cartridge conversion was an instant success. On July 2, 1872, William Mason, another Colt employee, was awarded a patent for an improvement to the Richards model. As percussion parts ran short, the 1860 Richards-Mason barrel was changed from the profile of the earlier percussion model, to the sleek profile found on the 1871-72 Open Top.

Richards - Mason® 1860 Army Conversion
5 1/2", 8" barrels,
.45 Colt, .44 Colt and Russian, .38 Colt/Spl., .45 Schofield

Richards - Mason® 1851 Navy Conversion
4 3/4", 5 1/2", 7 1/2" octagon barrels,
.38 Colt & S&W Spl.

Conversion models remained popular with cowboys (many originals will be found with imprints of fence staples on the butt) even after the introduction of the Colt Peacemaker® of 1873. This was due to conversion models costing $5 to $6, while the Peacemaker® cost $15.

1872 Open Top®

1872 Open Top® Army grip Steel Frame
7 1/2" .38 Colt/Spl.; .44 Colt, .44 Russian, .44 Spl., .45 Colt/ Schofield

"The graceful lines created by nineteenth century artisans have been captured fully in this late 20th century work of art in steel. The Cimarron Open Top® is without a doubt the finest replica to come forth in the last decade."

1872 Open Top® Navy grip
4 3/4", 5 1/2", 7 1/2"
.38 Colt & Special, .44 Colt & Russian, .45 Colt, .44 Spl.
Brass T/G and B/S
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The Model ‘P’ featuring Cimarron’s superior fit and finish has long been the most authentic and highest quality reproduction of the 1873 Colt single action. Rugged and dependable inside, the new Model ‘P’ with Cimarron’s Cowboy Comp® action eliminates weaknesses associated with the 19th century design of the 1873 Colt single action.

4 3/4” Pre-War frame
The most popular barrel length. Lightning fast, perfect balance.

Pre-War frame Model ‘P’ come with a Cimarron Grip Medallion. See page 3 for Old Model vs. Pre-War

Barrels: 4 3/4”, 5 1/2”, 7 1/2”

5 1/2”, Pre-War frame
A very popular compromise between quick handling and accuracy. “My favorite length.” -Texas Jack Harvey

7 1/2” Old Model frame (shown)
More accurate with higher velocities than shorter barreled models.

Cimarron keeps a substantial inventory of 19th century firearms from our extensive collection on hand and at the factory, and acquires special tooling used to produce some Cimarron models.

Frontier Rangers and Cimarron - The Highest Standards!

Single Action Army Display Case
Also available in solid wood top.
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**U.S. Scout Model.**
The U.S. Cavalry models were nickel plated and issued to Indian scouts. Nickel plating was needed to give extra protection to the scout guns.

.45Colt, 7 1/2” barrel

**George Armstrong Custer's 7th Cavalry Model.**
The Custer 7th Cavalry Models were inspected for ordinance by civilian inspector Orville W. Ainsworth, shipped to Ft. Lincoln and used by troops of the 7th Cavalry. Each authentic firearm is properly marked with OWA Cartouche, 2 line patent dates and U.S. on the frame. Production of this model is limited to 2000 units each of the 5 companies (C,E,F,I,L) that will perish under Custer’s command at Little Big Horn.

**MORE INNOVATIONS FROM CIMARRON**

Caliber: .45 Colt, Barrel: 5 1/2”

**U.S.V. Model.**
The Indian Wars are over and the 1873 U.S. Cavalry Models are in a state of disrepair. They are returned to the factory or to Springfield arsenal to be refurbished. There, the barrels are changed from 7 1/2” to 5 1/2” and working parts replaced. They are inspected by Rinaldo A. Carr and returned to service. Many of these firearms see action in the Spanish American War of 1898. Most are issued to artillery batteries and are known as the Artillery Model. In 1898 the first U.S. Volunteer Cavalry is formed under the command of Theodore Roosevelt. This group of gallant young cowboys from all parts of the American West, are recruited in a San Antonio bar and trained at Camp Wood, Texas. They would carry more than 100 of these Artillery models bravely in the charge up San Juan Hill. These historic American cowboys will be known forever as the “Roughriders”.
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“To paraphrase the famed film director John Ford, ‘If this isn’t the way the old west six guns were, it’s the way they should have been!’ The compact 3 1/2-incher is a superb carry single-action. This popular six-shooter is one of today’s most sought after single action wheel guns!”

- Phil Spanberger -

NOTE: Beware of fakes! The Thunderer® was designed by Cimarron founder and president “Texas Jack” Harvey and is produced by A. Uberti exclusively for Cimarron Firearms Co.

Thunderer®
3 1/2", 4 3/4", 5 1/2",
.45 Colt, .44 WCF, .44 Spl., .357/.38 Spl.
.45 Colt/.45 ACP dual cylinder.

1875 Outlaw & Model 1890

1875 Outlaw
5 1/2", 7 1/2", .45 Colt, .44 WCF, .357/.38 Spl.,
.45 Colt/.45 ACP Dual Cyl.

Built to compete with Samuel Colt’s single action, the 1875-Style revolver was every bit as reliable and accurate as the much lauded Colt. The revolver retained the webbed barrel of previous percussion designs. This distinctive design was favored by outlaw Frank James and Texas Ranger Bill Mc Donald. Both praised the handling of this classic revolver.

Model 1890
5 1/2", .45 Colt, .44 WCF, .357/.38 Spl.,
.45 Colt/.45 ACP Dual Cyl.

Original 1890 Remington revolvers were manufactured from ‘90 to ‘96. They were produced in very small numbers, and were the last revolvers made by Remington. It is one of the most prized cowboy revolvers among Old West collectors. Of the fewer than 2,000 produced, a handful of 1890s saw service as side arms carried by Native American police on Western reservations.
Stainless Model ‘P’
4 3/4", 5 1/2", 7 1/2"
Calibers: .357/.38 Spl., .45Colt
Pre-War frame

Venture to the days of yesteryear armed with Col. Sam Colt’s 19th Century work of art, reproduced in modern Stainless Steel. Whether competing mounted or standing, the Stainless Model ‘P’ is the **TOP GUN.**

**MORE INNOVATIONS FROM CIMARRON**

**STAINLESS THUNDERER®**

Stainless Thunderer®
3 1/2", 4 3/4"
.357/.38 Spl., .45Colt

NOTE: Beware of fakes!
The **Thunderer®** was designed by Cimarron founder and president “Texas Jack” Harvey and is produced by A. Uberti exclusively for Cimarron Firearms Co. Now the famous Thunderer® is available in durable and beautifully polished stainless steel.
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Frontier 3 1/2", 4 3/4", 5 1/2", 7 1/2"
Pre-War or Old Model frame
Calibers: .45 Colt, 357/38 Spl.

Stainless Frontier
3 1/2", 4 3/4", 5 1/2", 7 1/2"
Calibers: .45 Colt, 357/38 Spl.

Thunderball
3 1/2", 4 3/4"
Calibers: .45 Colt, 357/38 Spl.

Stainless Thunderball
3 1/2", 4 3/4"
Calibers: .45 Colt, 357/38 Spl.

Big Iron
4 3/4"
.45 Colt, .357/.38 Spl.
Accurate replica of 1851 Conversion used in
*The Good, The Bad and The Ugly*

**Man With No Name™ 1851 Navy Conversion**
7 1/2" octagon barrel, .38 Colt & S&W Spl.
Available with snake or without snake.

**Man With No Name™ Single Action**
4 3/4", 5 1/2", .45 Colt

In 2006 Cimarron F.A. Co. introduced the Man With No Name® 1851 Conversion. Continuing in the tradition of the spaghetti western, Cimarron brings you the Man With No Name Single Action. An accurate copy of the gun used by our nameless hero in “Fist Full Of Dollars” and “For A Few Dollars More”.

**Hand of God Holy Smoker™**
4 3/4", .45 Colt

The Hand of God Holy Smoker™ was made famous in the great movie *3:10 to Yuma*.

**1911 Wild Bunch™ Model**
Combo: 1911 High Polish Blue
45ACP Lanyard Magazine
& U.S. Tanker Holster

The “WILD BUNCH™ 1911” as used in “Sam Peckinpah’s” 1969 classic western.
Inspired by the movie “Tombstone”

3 1/2" .45 Colt Nickel-plated with simulated ivory grips. Each gun has “Doc Holliday” hand engraved into the backstrap, along with the number of the set. Also comes with a simulated ivory gripped dagger engraved with the same number just in case you run out of ammunition. Throw in a matching shoulder holster to hold them both and you have one truly special package.

Also available in .357/.38 Sp

Wyatt Earp Buntline Glass Top Display Case
Also available in solid wood top.

Wyatt Earp Buntline™ 10" barrel, .45 Colt

The Wyatt Earp Buntline™ was made famous in the movie “Tombstone”. The plaque in the walnut stock is hand cast in solid sterling silver, then hand inlaid into the stock. Walnut display case available.

Silver inlaid grip medallion

The single action revolving carbine was made famous in the popular 'Man With No Name' Western movies of the 60's. The 'Man Burner' in the movie Lonesome Dove also favored the revolving carbine.

Cimarron Revolving Carbine
18" .45 Colt, .44 WCF, .357/.38 Spl.

Rooster Shooter™
4 3/4", .45 Colt, .44 WCF, .357/.38 Spl.

The inspiration for this piece of cinema history came from the Cimarron Firearms Collection. While researching the grip material Cimarron learned that the material had not been available for 50 years. Cimarron had the original material remade so a replica of our western hero’s Colt Single Action, used in many of his great Westerns, including his oscar winning performance in “True Grit”, would be available to the firearms and western enthusiasts of all ages.
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The classic 19th century style of this little revolver is beyond comparison. Designed by "Texas Jack" Harvey, it is a real beauty when it comes to appearance and function. Each Lightning® model is manufactured to Cimarron's superior level of finish and strength.

**Lightning®**
- .22 L.R., .38 Colt
- .38 Spl., .41 Colt
- 3 1/2", 4 3/4", 5 1/2"
- and 6 1/2" barrels.

**Lightning® 4 3/4"**
- Bullet holes
- This is the actual card shot and signed by John Wesley Hardin in the Acme Saloon in El Paso, Texas.

**MORE INNOVATIONS FROM CIMARRON**

**Lightning® 3 1/2"**

**Model P Jr. 3 1/2"**
- .38 Colt and .38 Spl.
- 3 1/2", 4 3/4" and 5 1/2" barrels.

**Model P Jr. 4 3/4"**
- .22 L.R.
- 4 3/4", 5 1/2"

**Model P Jr. 5 1/2"**

**Black Stallion™ 4 3/4"**
- .22 LR/.22 Mag.
- Dual Cyl.
Often copied, never equaled

The Evil Roy version of the Cimarron Model 'P' features a wide square notch rear and wide constant width front sight, slim checkered grips, an action tuned in the U.S. by skilled gunsmiths complete with lightened trigger and hammer springs, no creep trigger pull, and improved internals for reliability.

"Wicked Felina, Holy Terror and I have many thousands of cycles of dry and live fire through our revolvers with no failures. Our guns have been subject to more use in one year than the average shooter will have in a lifetime."

- Evil Roy -

Evil Roy signature on barrel

Evil Roy Comp. SA
4 3/4", 5 1/2"
.357/.38 Spl., .44 WCF, .45 Colt

More Innovations From Cimarron

Evil Roy Stainless Steel
4 3/4", 5 1/2"
.357/.38 Spl., .45 Colt

World Champion Evil Roy

Wicked Felina
Couples World Champion

Holy Terror
World and National
Overall Women's Champion
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Cimarron was a long shot ahead of “he who follows” when in the mid 1980's we introduced the 1st Colt Replica finished in the U.S.A. The firearm features beautifully case colored frames and hammers in the same bone charcoal and leather technique used on the originals.

**Note:** The U.S.A. Finish can be applied to any of our Single Action firearms. Available in all calibers and barrel lengths.

---

**Bisley Model**

The Bisley’s unsightly grip can not be appreciated until one unholsters this arm and points down range. It is then that you will understand and appreciate the Bisley. The model’s popularity was high with target shooters and lawmen because of its accuracy.

---

**Bisley 4 3/4”, 5 1/2”, 7 1/2”, .45 Colt, .44 Special, .44 WCF, .357/.38 Spl.**

---

**Bisley 5 1/2”**

---

**Bisley 7 1/2”**

---

**More Innovations From Cimarron**

---

The Frontier Six Shooter - assembled and finished in the U.S.A.

Model ‘P’ dependability, brilliant old style case colors.

Shown with optional Tru Ivory™ grips

---

4 3/4” barrel

5 1/2” barrel
Pistolero® 4 3/4"
Calibers: .45 Colt, .357/.38 Spl.


Plinkerton®

Plinkerton® 7 1/2"

Plinkerton®
4 3/4", 7 1/2"
.22 LR or .22LR/.22 Mag Dual Cyl.

The Plinkerton® is Cimarron’s ‘Fun Gun’. Chambered in .22 LR & .22 Mag. with 4 3/4", 7 1/2" barrel, alloy frame. Weight and size match that of the Model ‘P’. Finish is flat black powder coating.
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In the late 1860's the U.S. Army was shopping for a breech loading fixed cartridge revolver to replace the aging 1860 Colt. They tested the Colt single action and the S&W Model No. 3 American. The test resulted in the adoption of the Colt single action Army Model of 1873 and passing on the less powerful and more delicate 1869 S&W Model No. 3 American.

The superior reloading capability of the S&W American was recognized by Army ordinance. Major George W. Schofield identified and patented improvements in the design of the S&W Model No. 3 American and the Model No. 3 Schofield was born.

The latch on the Schofield can be operated with one hand while on horseback and empty cases automatically ejected. Considered by many to be superior to the Colt single action when in the hand of mounted troops... The Army purchased some 9000 Schofields but due to a lack of promotion by the maker, one of America's greatest firearms ceased production.

In 1870 the U.S. Army ordered 1000 of the Model no. 3 American. Afterwards the U.S. military had no interest in this model.

The Russians, unlike the U.S. Military were extremely impressed with the Model No. 3 American. In 1871 officials of the Russian Military approached Smith & Wesson concerning the purchase of the Model No. 3 revolver. The Russians suggested a few improvements that were incorporated into the S&W design and a new .44 Russian chambering. The agreed price was $13.00 per revolver.

The result was the birth of the 'Russian' Model and the purchase of some 130,000 revolvers by the Russian government. Thanks to our more intelligent Russian friends we now offer a great copy of the 3rd Model Russian revolver.